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CALIBRATION  INSTRUCTIONS
For safety reasons, all calibration should be done without the propellers
installed. Make sure the fully charged battery is inserted and locked. 

Use optional foam/cloth pad, requires a flat surface and a wall.
Accelerometer Calibration

1. Push both sticks to their lower INNER most position (ILLUSTRATION #2) 
    until the wing lights on the X10 go off. 
2. Release the joysticks and set aside the transmitter.
3. DO NOT MOVE THE X10, THE ACCELEROMETER IS NOW CALIBRATING.
4. When the lights come back on, the zone is calibrated.
    (make sure not to calibrate the same zone twice)
5. Place the X10 UPSIDE DOWN on a flat surface (slide the foam pad underneath
    to protect the surface) with the feet sticking up in the air. (ILLUSTRATION #3)
6. Follow steps 1- 4.
7. Stand the X10 against a wall with the “top” of the X10 against the wall, 
    the legs away from the wall, and the camera pointed up in the air and
    battery toward the ground. (ILLUSTRATION #4)
8. Follow steps 1- 4.
9. Rotate the X10, (left) keeping the “top” against the wall, so the camera is now
    pointed left and the battery is pointed right. (ILLUSTRATION #5)

10. Follow steps 1- 4.
11. Rotate the X10, (left) keeping the “top” against the wall, so the camera is now
      pointed down and the battery is pointed up. (ILLUSTRATION #6)
12. Follow steps 1- 4.
13. Rotate the X10, (left) keeping the “top” against the wall, so the camera is now
      pointed right and the battery is pointed left. (ILLUSTRATION #7)
14. Follow steps 1- 4, as this is the final side it might take slightly longer to
      calibrate than the others Accelerometer calibration is complete.
      Turn off the X10 and the transmitter before using.
      If the Accelerometer calibration failed, the lights on the X10 will begin to
      flash, please redo the calibration.

Place the X10 on a flat surface
Remote top row switch settings should be: (ILLUSTRATION #1)

Up, Up,    Middle, Middle        Turn on remote        Turn on X10        Wait 

After initial startup and 3 tone beep, when you hear SINGLE tone and the
rear indicators blink red fast (after around 30 sec), you are ready to begin.
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Do this away from large metal items which
can interfere with the compass.

Compass Calibration

1. Push both sticks to their UPPER INNERMOST
    position (ILLUSTRATION #8) until the green wing
    lights on the X10 begin blinking. 

2. Release the joysticks and set aside the transmitter.

3. Lift the X10 while keeping it flat (oriented as if it were
    flying), and rotate it 360 degrees (ILLUSTRATION #9)
    while keeping the bottom flat towards the ground, 
    until the green lights turn solid.

4. Then turn the X10 so the nose/camera is pointed 
    straight up in the air, and rotate it 360 degrees
    (ILLUSTRATION #10) while keeping the battery
    towards the ground, until the green lights start 
    blinking again.

5. Turn the X10 again so the camera and battery are
    pointed sideways and two of the arms are pointed
    up and two pointed down. (ILLUSTRATION #11)
    Rotate the X10 keeping the same 2 arms pointed up
    and 2 arms pointed down, until the lights go off.

6. Put the X10 on a flat surface, if the green lights light
    steady, it means calibration has been completed.
    If they blink, please redo the calibration.

Be careful not to move the X10 during calibration!
Gyro Calibration

1. Push both sticks to their UPPER OUTER most position (ILLUSTRATION #12) 
    until the red wing lights on the X10 begin blinking. Release the sticks. 

2. When the red wing lights become solid, it means calibration has been 
    completed. If the red lights begin to blink rapidly it means the calibration
    has failed. Please start again.

3. Switch off the X10, then the remote.
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